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Key Takeaways
Funding Increased By 31% In Q3 2020
insurtech funding continued to improve in Q3 
2020, increasing 31% to $1.7 billion from $1.3 
billion in Q2 2020 as investors and insurers 
continued to fund insurtech startups that 
digitize the customer journey and the insurance 
value chain.

Digital Insurers Obtained Nearly All Funding
digital insurers received nearly 90% of all 
funding, with the bulk of funding going to health 
insurance startups. These companies simplify 
the insurance customer journey at a time when 
covid-19 has elevated the convergence of 
health and digital solutions.

china Showed Strong Funding
regionally, most insurtech funding goes 
to startups located in the us, a theme that 
continued in Q3 2020. However, china, the 
world’s second largest insurance market, saw 
strong funding activity this quarter, which is 
noteworthy since activity in the region was muted 
during the first half of 2020.

Why read This report
insurtechs bring innovation across the insurance 
value chain. incumbents can’t stand still as 
these nimble, digitally conscious startups disrupt 
insurance marketplaces or use capabilities that 
drive business efficiency. forrester regularly 
reviews startup funding through its partnership 
with venture scanner to show you which insurtech 
startups are getting attention, where the money 
is going, and what to do next. incumbents should 
use this series of reports to continuously monitor 
insurtech, understand where capital is flowing, 
and evaluate potential investment opportunities.
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insurtech funding continued To Be strong in Q3 2020

covid-19 dampened trends early on in 2020, but resilient global equity markets helped drive interest in 
insurance innovation. insurtech funding contracted about 40% in Q1 as covid-19 set in but increased 
36% in Q2 as investors and insurers adjusted to a changing normal. funding continued to accelerate 
in Q3, increasing 31% to $1.7 billion from $1.3 billion in Q2 as investors and insurers primarily found 
value in late-stage digital insurance startups.1

It’s Not the Start that matters; It’s the Finish

although 2020 started off slow, it is on track to be the third highest year for insurtech funding since 
tracking began in 2010.2 and this quarter had the second largest amount of funding in any third quarter 
since 2010 and represents the fifth largest quarter for funding overall (see figure 1). We found that:

 › Investors focused heavily on mature startups. investments in late-stage companies fueled 
the bulk of insurtech funding as ~70% of investment in Q3 went to them. early-stage startups 
constituted about 18% of funding, with the balance going to seed-stage startups. Historically, most 
insurtech funding has gone to early-stage investments. But as the magnitude of recovery in the 
global economy remains uncertain, investors continued the second quarter’s trend of investing in 
late-stage startups with mature products and offerings.

 › Digital insurers remained the drivers of funding. consistent with previous quarters, digital 
insurers like Bright Health (employer-offered insurance provider) were the primary recipients of 
insurtech capital during Q3, with about 90% of funding going to these startups.3 investor interests 
in these types of companies remained strong, particularly given the success of many recent fintech 
and insurtech iPos.4 enablers of operational improvements like eden Health (virtual primary care 
platform) and insurance comparison websites/marketplaces like PolicyBazaar (property, life, and 
health insurance) received roughly 10% of this quarter’s funding.

 › Health insurance was the most popular category. in Q2, venture capital investors channeled 
funding to auto-insurance-focused insurtechs. in contrast, Q3 saw digital health insurers such as 
Bright Health and Waterdrop (illness crowdfunding insurance) draw interest from investors. These 
companies simplify the health insurance customer journey at a time when a global pandemic has 
elevated the convergence of health and digital solutions. during the quarter, health insurtechs 
received roughly 51% of funding; enterprise/commercial insurers like Next insurance (a digital small-
business insurance agency) received ~16% of funding; and life, home, and P&c insurance startups 
such as Kin insurance (digital homeowners insurance provider) received about 11% of funding.5

 › Investment in the US remained strong and activity picked up in china. The us accounted for 
51% of insurtech transactions and 68% of the funding during the period (see figure 2). china, 
which has been notably absent for several quarters, accounted for 14% of overall funding, second 
only to the us. china, an emerging economy, is the world’s second largest insurance market. 
With insurance penetration lower than the world average, the market there has the potential 
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for strong premium growth. as a market developing in the digital age, it offers the potential for 
rapid digitization across both customer journeys and insurance value chains. We expect to see 
an increase in funding in china and other emerging countries even in a global economy with an 
uncertain path to recovery.6

FIGURe 1 insurtech funding, Q1 2018 To Q3 2020
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Note: Numbers are us$ billions.

source: venture scanner, accessed on october 1, 2020
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Insurtech funding has continued to benefit from cOVID-19’s effect on the
digital mindset
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FIGURe 2 insurtech funding By country, Q3 2020

Note: darker-shaded countries indicate higher insurtech funding levels.

source: venture scanner, accessed on october 1, 2020

most insurtech funding stemmed from investment activities in the US

Is Insurtech Disruptive Or transformative? It’s A matter Of Perspective

insurtechs are disruptive because digital insurers and agencies use mobility and emerging technology 
to digitize insurance marketing, selling, distribution, and servicing. But they’re also transformative. as 
enablers of operational improvement, they give carriers a means to automate workflows and business 
processes or quickly build digital solutions and capabilities. during Q3, we found that (see figure 3 and 
see figure 4):

 › Interest in disruption is thriving. disruptors raised about 93% of funds during the period.7 This 
trend won’t reverse any time soon. Why? insurtech disruptors offer investors and insurers a means 
to focus on drivers of change in the complex, slow-to-evolve insurance industry. and these change 
agents span a variety of lines of business and services. for example, commercial insurance 
startups like Layr insurance, which raised $5 million during the period, aim to simplify the small-
business insurance journey. similarly, personal auto insurers like Buckle insurance (ride-share 
insurance provider), which raised $31 million, offer solutions that appeal to the gig economy. Tech 
giants also are evaluating opportunities as illustrated by amazon’s investment in and partnership 
with acko general insurance to offer insurance in india. With more than 1,600 startups in existence, 
there is great interest in digitizing insurance.
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 › the enablers of operational improvement were factors too. enablers that streamline business 
processes like claimsforce (P&c claims technology vendor), Jupiter intelligence (climate risk-
evaluation vendor), and verikai (data and analytics vendor) raised about $120 million. although 
they don’t get the funding that disruptors receive, enablers help insurers efficiently operate their 
businesses and improve their profitability. Today’s challenging operating environment demands 
these much-needed benefits.

 › Digital insurance platforms garnered interest. insurance platforms provide carriers with end-to-
end digital capabilities to quickly build digital-first solutions. during Q3, insurance platform provider 
Breathe Life raised about $8.7 million (series a) from several investors and insurers, including 
National Bank of canada. National Bank of canada’s investment in Breathe Life highlights investor 
interest in not only funding but also working closely with insurtechs to speed the development 
of digital distribution capabilities across multiple insurance lines. in 2018, the bank’s subsidiary, 
National Bank insurance, partnered with Breathe Life to develop a direct online insurance 
distribution solution that the insurer used to quickly develop its digital life insurance capabilities.8

 › Acquisitions remain scarce in the early days of insurtech. PayTm’s QorQi, a firm that uses ai 
and big data to improve healthcare productivity, acquired raheja QBe, a multiline digital insurer 
(see figure 5).9 relative to the $39 billion fintech marketplace, the $7 billion insurtech market still 
has room for growth. in addition, insurance is a slow-moving industry, so it should come as no 
surprise that acquisitions will be limited. some disruptors may be acquired, particularly those 
capital issues early in their lifecycles. But expect prominent startups like Hippo insurance to remain 
independent. Nevertheless, insurtech is in its early stages in a challenging environment. We expect 
limited M&a activity in the quarters ahead.
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FIGURe 3 insurtech firms With The Most funding, Q3 2020

Bright Health
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FIGURe 3 insurtech firms With The Most funding, Q3 2020 (cont.)

PolicyBazaar

extend
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india-based online 
insurance aggregator, 
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marketplace to compare 
policies

a solutions provider for 
product insurance
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FIGURe 4 investments from financial institutions in insurtech, Q3 2020
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FIGURe 5 insurtech acquisitions, Q3 2020

Multiline insurance provider raheja QBe QorQl

category company Acquirer

source: venture scanner, accessed on october 1, 2020

What It means

insurtechs Provide a Means for digitalizing customer Journeys

as the year progressed, investors and insurers increased their investments in insurtech in the new 
economic normal.10 investors see the upside potential in digitizing the customer journey. insurers see 
the benefits in using insurtech to streamline their operations across the value chain. covid-19, despite 
its disruption, has accelerated the pace of digital change. customers have shifted to digital-first 
interactions, changing their engagement with insurers and brokers at least in the near term. insurers 
should continue to monitor the insurtech marketplace to evaluate threats and opportunities. Looking 
ahead, expect:

1. Insurtechs to continue to expand into new products and markets. although conditions 
have improved since the start of 2020, the global economy remains fragile. demand for many 
insurance products continues to wane along with discretionary spending. With fewer customers 
in the marketplace, retention is a priority. incumbents have the advantage of broad product suites 
and the ability to cross-sell products. But insurtechs are not sitting still. They understand the 
value of broad product scope. for example, Lemonade insurance recently announced plans for 
geographic expansion. Metromile formed a partnership that offers innovative products and new 
paths to market.11 expect insurtechs to accelerate product and market growth strategies as we 
head into 2021.

2. Insurers to continue to invest in insurtech. insurers recognize the value of innovation. in Q2, 
insurers invested in digital insurance agencies and ai solutions that allow them to give their 
customers the touchpoints and features they expect. in Q3, insurers invested in digital insurers, 
data and analytics, and insurance digital platform providers. although investments in 2020 have 
been varied, one thing is clear — insurers are not sitting on the sidelines. expect incumbent 
insurers to continue to invest in startups that advance digital transformation.

3. Investors to favor mature startups. The iPo market is strong, which is in part a result of the 
strong, albeit volatile, equity markets.12 But it is also a realization that insurance customers, in the 
midst of a pandemic, need digital-first experiences. and late-stage insurtechs with their relatively 
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mature products, businesses processes, and pipeline can accelerate digital deployment. following 
Lemonade’s iPo success, other prominent insurtechs have announced plans to go public, such as 
root insurance and Hippo insurance. expect to see more such announcements in 2021.13
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2 insurtech: insurance technology.

3 forrester categorizes insurtech funding as 1) digital insurers; 2) comparison sites/marketplaces; and 3) enablers of 
operational improvements.
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source: Paul r. La Monica, “Lemonade, the online insurer, surges in Wall street debut,” cNN Business, July 2, 2020 
(https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/02/investing/lemonade-ipo/index.html).

5 P&c: property and casualty.
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insurance; and 14) reinsurance.
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operational improvement.
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9 source: “Paytm invests in ai Based Healthcare startup ‘QorQi,’” News18.com, april 7, 2017 (https://www.news18.
com/news/tech/paytm-invests-in-ai-based-healthcare-startup-qorqi-1369437.html).

10 us unemployment rate (seasonally adjusted) has declined from a 2020 high point in april 14.7% to 7.9% in september 
2020. source: “unemployment rate,” Bureau of Labor statistics (https://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNs14000000).

11 source: “france is Next for Lemonade’s european expansion,” Business Wire press release, september 15, 2020 
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